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Disclaimer: The disaggregation of funding by area of activity is based on data provided by the subset countries which were able to disaggregate their funding in this way.

As part of our commitment to transparency and accountability of the United Nations Mine Action (UNMA) Strategy 2019-2023, the IACG-MA Dashboard presents the data collected from UN mine action programmes according to the results framework and key indicators. This dashboard aims to provide a clear overview of the progress and impact of UN mine action programmes globally.

- **Strategic Outcome 1**: Protection of individuals and communities from the risks and socio-economic impacts of explosive ordnance strengthened
- **Strategic Outcome 2**: Survivors, family members and communities affected by explosive ordnance are assisted as part of their recovery from their injuries, loss and socio-economic challenges
- **Strategic Outcome 3**: National institutions effectively lead and manage mine action functions and responsibilities

The dashboard also highlights the existence of quality assurance systems, coordination mechanisms, and national mine action strategies. It provides data on the number of mine victims by type, gender, and age, as well as the number of cleared or destroyed weapons by type and location.

Cross-Cutting SDG - Mine action programmes address the specific needs of women, girls, men and boys from diverse groups, while facilitating their empowerment and inclusion.

**UN Mine Action Funding**

- Estimated Distribution of UN Mine Action Funding by Programme Area
- UN Mine Action Funding by Country

The dashboard is a comprehensive tool for stakeholders to monitor progress and ensure that UN mine action programmes are aligned with the SDGs and other international agendas.
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